THEIR EXITS AND THKjft ENTRANCES
Nevertheless, the process of transplantation even to easy and
comfortable circumstances, always in my own case meets with
strong resistance, and thdn, when it has to happen, limp leaves and
dying of sorrow. Although I know all about my reactions before-
hand (as I should at the age of fifty-three with so many moves in
my life) no amount of trying to be strong, reasoning with myself,
remembering my past experiences of gradual acclimatization
after a move, can persuade my soul to want to go on living. I fall
apart into two selves ; one self is logical, adult, grateful for amenities,
with a fair sense of proportion and humour and an ironic memory
of other times when all this has happened. This is the self which
sends letters of remonstrance to my swooning Psyche, but they all
get torn up unread.
I am without exception the world's worst mover; mentally
adaptable, yes ; stimulated by new encounters, fresh places, different
phases and experiments in my work, pleased at the prospect of
travel, visits, adventure . . . and then come home again.
And then come home again.
But move ? Move my roots, lift them from the clinging earth,
drag them up, carry them away and set them down again in un-
familiar soil ? — No, oh please, no ! I do not suffer only in-
convenience and homesickness, but a deeper, wilder, more
intangible grief and horror; wholly forlorn;, wholly lost.
This is the litde death.
How strange, then, and how terrible that nearly the whole
world is being transplanted; nearly the whole world is on the
move. Nowadays change is terrible because change is sudden
and violent ; no talking it over beforehand, planning, Tn^lcipg the
best arrangements, the plant lovingly lifted from the loosened
soil with the crumbs of kind familiar earth still adhering. In die
good old settled days when women were destined for monotony
and domestic routine, people used the clich6: "That will be a
nice change for her", whenever at rare intervals a litde holiday
was mooted; taking it for granted, then, that change was nice,
in a different spirit from Stanhope's reply to his batman offering
him a nice cup of tea, in "Journey's End1* — "Can you gtwmtee
that it's nice?"
That is what we need and what we cannot have when we move
and change : a guarantee that it will be nice. In Jean J^ostaad^
biological study: "Toads and Toad Life", a favour!* passage
says : "On April ist Lfound a female toad in a
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